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 INTRODUCTION 

For the 4th consecutive year, ARC Ratings was pleased to partner with Information Management 
Newtwork (IMN) as an associate sponsor of the Global ABS 2021 Conference which marked the welcome 
return to ‘in person’ events here in London last month. Co-Head of Structured Finance at ARC Ratings, 
Stefan Augustin, was invited to join panels on both days, offering insight and debate around the topics 
of blockchain and asset tokenisation on structured finance and securitisation transactions and bank 
deleveraging and the role of ABS. 

In addition, he was also available to speak with GlobalCapital’s Tom Lemmon to discuss the tightening 
of ABS spreads in the securitisation markets, alongside fellow market commentators Alexander 
Batchvarov of Bank of America and Rob Ford at TwentyFour Asset Management. (ABS spreads could go 
tighter as investors bemoan ‘seller’s market’ (globalcapital.com) 

With input from ARC Ratings’ Corporate, FI, SF and Commercial Teams we provide a high level summary 
of the key take-aways from the two day event. 

 

https://www.globalcapital.com/securitization/article/2948h9129jh8zotaznk00/securitization/abs/abs-spreads-could-go-tighter-as-investors-bemoan-sellers-market
https://www.globalcapital.com/securitization/article/2948h9129jh8zotaznk00/securitization/abs/abs-spreads-could-go-tighter-as-investors-bemoan-sellers-market
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 I. KEY TAKE AWAYS – THE ABS MARKET 

- The ABS market is for sure lagging behind ESG issuances, Corporates and Financial 
Institutions and Multilateral entities are significantly more active in ESG issuances than 
ABS. What drives the market appetite for ESG securitisations? Desire to connect finance 
and sustainability, a large push from the market and the regulator (e.g. taxonomy, 
SFDR). Indeed, post-pandemic it is in the forefront of people’s mind. 

- Most investors do not have dedicated funds, but they do have proprietary scoring 
models, which means that for each ESG issuers, the amount of additional and 
non-standard information that needs to be provided is important and it is still unclear 
what scores the highest. The main question is how arrangers and issuers can ensure 
that a transaction is ‘ESG compliant’ along its entire life? 

- Therefore, the challenge is how ESG ABS are treated. The reality is that as of today, 
without clear standards, investors need to decide on their ESG investments on a 
day-by-day basis. The key takeaway is that for issuers and investors, ESG 
characteristics at origination are the ones that could work better. 

- The incentive for ESG issuance is there - issuers want to see the premium benefit, 
however it is not only about premium. The challenge is to find the valuation metrics that 
are underlying the asset class and that allow investors and issuers to classify ESG 
issuances as such. 

 II. KEY TAKE AWAYS – NOT ONLY  
GREEN BONDS 

- Issuers and investors should look to the entire ecosystem that is around a transaction. 
As of today, Green bonds have been the most common ones but we should also 
consider that Social bonds, mostly after the pandemic, are an interesting market. 

- In terms of Social aspects, companies which are focused on developing social aspects 
(for the community, education, etc) could see the interest on Social investments as an 
opportunity to access a new funding platform. 
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 III. KEY TAKE AWAYS – ESG LABELLING  
AND DATA COLLECTION 

- Any label should be flexible to accommodate the different definitions of ESG that 
investors are using. Moving away from labels and embracing reasonable investments 
is also the way to move forward with securitisations in which the pool of assets is 
somehow complex. The US is also a good example and we see that US investors are not 
only focusing on ESG definitions but embracing a ‘SRI’ strategy (Sustainable 
Responsible Investments).  

- As of today specific data collection on ESG aspects for securitisations is very limited. 
We should have room for transitioning assets in order to be able to achieve in the 
medium term a proper standard. The Sustainable Finance Regulation is trying to 
prevent green washing type activities but we need to see granularity and a clear 
framework on what ESG is.  

- ESG data and its collection needs to be quantitative and meaningful, which is 
particularly important because data in this market needs to be tracked for a long 
period of time and needs to be consistent. What we see as a key driver for the growth 
of the market is the standardisation of data, as well as a credible ESG label.  

 IV. PANEL FOCUS - ESG AND CONSUMER 
ABS APPLICATIONS 

Monday’s panel on ESG and Consumer ABS Applications began by looking at what factors 
are driving investor appetite for ESG securitisations. Investor appetite is being driven by a 
desire to connect finance with sustainability and especially with the events during the 
pandemic, coming out of that, there is a focus on the social side of ESG. There is a lag in 
the ABS market, however, with most investors lacking designated funds for ESG products. 

When looking at consumer ABS transactions its important to ensure safeguarding so that 
transactions (e.g. social transactions) do not equal subprime. Panel members explained 
why its important to look at what types of consumer lending are suitable for purposes of 
ESG, using the example of credit builder products which are used to help rehabilitate 
customers as an example that fits the guidelines versus high-cost credit and pay day 
loans, which do not. 

The panel, with representation from Latham& Watkins, S&P, IQ EQ, Citi and Clifford Chance, 
further considered important factors for disclosures for transactions to meet ESG criteria, 
highlighting the two main perspectives when looking at ESG; looking at ESG from credit 
quality perspective versus sustainability perspective. On the credit side, although calling 
a transaction ‘social’ or ‘green’ may be positive on the sustainability side this may be 
negative on the credit side e.g. social RMBS segment of borrowers who are first-time 
buyers with a blemished credit history who fit the social criteria will naturally be of lower 
credit quality. 
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 V. PANEL FOCUS - TRENDS IN THE  
AUTO SECTOR 

A later panel on trends in the auto sector focused on the different approaches in Auto ABS 
and included topics covering carbon emissions and ESG. The increased inclusion of used 
cars in the auto pools has seen observed, where used car market tends to be riskier than 
the new car market. A trend observed in auto loan pools has been the importance of 
Personal Contract Purchase especially within the used car market and where an 
understanding of the affordability analysis of borrowers is fundamental. Another trend 
gaining momentum has been the importance of ESG and carbon emissions where 
prospective investors are looking for completely green issuance which is unavailable at 
this time. Investors are concerned about ESG, wanting to know more and insisting on the 
obligation of the issuer to deliver green elements to the portfolio. 

 VI. PANEL FOCUS - BANK DELEVERAGING 
AND THE ROLE OF ABS IN FINANCING 
THE REAL ECONOMY 

The panellists, including ARC Ratings’ Stefan Augustin, highlighted trends in banks, such as 
focusing on core business and departures from less profitable and consuming capital 
activities due to regulatory restrictions. Big rises in non-banking lending were observed; 
for example 90% of car finance in the UK is now non-banking and the example was offered 
of Germany, where many consumer loans are from non-banking lenders also. 

In the housing market, there is a decrease in the importance of RMBS and an increase in 
the importance of covered bonds. Panel members are seeing different performances in 
speciality lenders due to a wide variety of lenders in the market. The housing market in the 
UK is performing well, while NPLs are suffering from measures that are delaying processes 
and receipts and thus NPLs are constrained in liquidity. 

In the UK there is a tendency for increasing the financing of investment in infrastructure by 
institutional investors (health funds, sovereign funds, etc.) through securitisation with 
belief that ESG will boost the investment requirements in infrastructure that will need to be 
financed by securitisation. 

Payment holidays had differing impact for ABS transactions. Defaults are low but liquidity 
in vehicles decreased which was seen as a positive for SMEs and consumer transactions 
but negative for NPLs. 

In summary, the panel members have, in general, cautious optimism for the future in ABS. 
Risks may come from rising interest rates due to rising inflation and non-banking lenders 
will continue to increase their share, while banks will continue to focus on their core 
business. 
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 VII. PANEL FOCUS - TRADE RECEIVABLES  
FOR SME FINANCING 

The panel considered there to be progress in this market over the past 20 years, including 
in the legal and regulation sides to increase the confidence of investors. On the originators’ 
side, there is no typical originator, being the trade receivables transactions used as a 
diversification of its sources of financing and a helpful tool to manage its working capital 
cycle. There are longer suppliers in the UK market. Over recent years there was an increase 
of investors, namely in larger transactions particularly regarding mezzanine participation. 
Most of the transactions were private, which is expected to continue. 

It is likely there will be an expansion of this kind of transaction in the future; however, 
challenges remain. There is constant need for education around the best way to approach 
these transactions because they differ, in terms of structure, for example, from other 
securitisation transactions. The implementation of a report template in the future is seen 
as positive, helping access the risk of the transaction, which currently is being based on 
due diligences. Given the nature of the trade receivables securitisation, there are a lot of 
factors to be incorporated in the risk analysis, thus the private investors, such as banks 
and larger insurances companies, are in a stronger position to obtain information from 
originators and manage the risk. It is crucial to reduce the complexity of these 
transactions, to better understand the associated risk and attract more investors. The 
arrival of fintech companies focusing on trade receivables can simplify the delivery of the 
product, contributing to a boost in the market. 

 VIII. SUMMARY 

The overriding desire for a return to normality was tempered with the concern of pandemic 
ripple side effects with concerns highlighted around the rise of corporate credit default 
rates, macro economic impacts such as rising inflation and eye watering sovereign debt 
levels. However, as in most crisis situations, there exists areas of booming activity and 
opportunities to pause, reflect and change. NPL activity, CLO issues and resets and ESG 
were areas of much interest. Additionally, in the hunt for dollar yield, alternative asset 
classes such as trade finance (supply chain payables/ trade receivables) attracted much 
interest on Day One of the event. As the global supply chains normalise and companies 
get back to manufacturing, buying and selling, this self liquidating asset class is attracting 
new investors seeking yield. 

On ESG aspects, the message from the Global ABS Conference is clear. The ABS market is 
lagging behind the non-securitisation market and what we heard repeatedly is that we 
are still not able to assign a standard label to securitisations that complies with ESG 
characteristics. What we see is that transactions that are able to be labelled as ESG are 
mostly stand-alone transactions, using mostly voluntarily guidelines following ICMA or EU 
green bond standards. 
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 DISCLAIMERS 

This research publication is not a rating of any kind, is not related to any specific rating and should 

not be seen as an indication of a future rating of any kind. It summarises ARC Ratings’ view as of the 

publication date. That view is based on information collected from a wide variety of sources which 

ARC Ratings believes to be reliable. Whilst ARC Ratings has adopted and implements measures 

aiming to ensure that, to the extent available in the circumstances, it has obtained reasonable 

verification of the information it uses and that such information is from reliable sources, the 

publication of this document should not be viewed as a guarantee of the accuracy, completeness, 

or timeliness of the information relied on or the results obtained from the use of such information. 

ARC Ratings does not act as a legal, tax, financial, investment or other advisor and users should seek 

professional advice from appropriate third parties where necessary. 

 

ARC Ratings, S.A. is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the European Securities and Markets 

Authority (ESMA), within the scope of the Regulation (EC) Nº 1060/2009 of the European Parliament 

and of the Council, of 16 September, and recognised as External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI). 

ARC Ratings (UK) Limited is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the United Kingdom Financial 

Conduct Authority, within the scope of the Statutory Instrument Nº 266/2019, of 13 February, and 

recognised as ECAI. 
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